Residence Features
- Spectacular Views
- Floor-to-Ceiling Windows*
- Hardwood Floors
- Walk-In Closets*
- Smart Door Locks
- Kitchens featuring Custom Cabinetry
- Stainless Steel Appliances
- Caesarstone Countertops
- Generous Islands with Bar Seating*
- Etera Stone Floors
- Custom Vanities
* In Select Units Only

Building Amenities
- Stylish Lobby with Fireplace
- Outdoor Terrace and Lounge
- Expansive Indoor/Outdoor Fitness Center and Yoga Studio
- Resident Lounge
- Game Room with Billiards and Kitchenette
- Dining and Conferencing Area
- Mail and Package Room
- 24/7 Valet Parking
- Pet Spa
- Electric Car Charging Stations
- Bike Storage
2 Bedroom
1 Bath
975 SF
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Floor plan sizes and appearances may slightly vary on the unit.
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